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Disarmament — 2-8
OBJECTIVE:
To reinforce the skills of throwing, catching, ac-
curacy, cooperation, hand-eye coordination, and 
teamwork in a time where the future of physical 
education is a stake.

SCENARIO: The future of physical education is at 
stake because the FBI has informed all PE teach-
ers to be on alert for a mysterious villain known as 
the “sedentary terrorist”. The sedentary terrorist is 
against kids getting active and having fun, threat-
ening to destroy the gymnasiums all over the 
world. I entered our gym this morning and found 
what appears to be explosives lying everywhere. 
I need your help! In order to save our gym from 
destruction and losing our physical education pro-
gram, we must work together to disarm all of the 
explosives and defeat the evil, sedentary terrorist.  

EQUIPMENT: 
 � Super 70 balls or foam tennis balls (1 ball per 

partner group; Super 70 balls are 2.75” in diam-
eter (approximately the size of a baseball), and 

are typically sold in sets of six different colors 
of red, blue, green, purple, orange, and yellow; 
see Figures 1 and 2).

 � Traffic cones to create a jogging lane or an ex-
ercise area

 � Optional: Play Money $1.00 and $5.00 bills 
from www.ssww.com.

 � Plastic buckets or sand pails (50+; found in 
most school cafeterias or order “Catch Buckets” 
from www.ssww.com; see Figures 3 and 4 for ex-
amples).

PROCEDURE: 
Before classes arrive, create a jogging lane or 
exercise area with the traffic cones. Randomly 
spread out the buckets (explosives) within the 
gym boundaries (See Figure 5). The object of the 
game is for partner groups to transfer their ball, 
by means of throwing and catching, in order to 
bounce the ball into any bucket to disarm the ex-
plosives. Instruct students to partner up and get 

Figure 1: Super 70 Ball Figure 3: Examples of buckets with Super 70 Ball

Figure 2: Foam Tennis Ball Figure 4: Catch buckets from www.ssww.com

http://www.ssww.com
http://www.ssww.com
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one ball per group. Send half of the teams to one 
side of the gym and the other half of the teams 
to the opposite side of the gym to sit down and 
await further instructions. To Begin: Play begins 
with each team starting from behind their end 

line (See Figure 6). The goal is to advance the 
ball to a teammate down the court by throwing, 
catching and bouncing the ball into a bucket, 
therefore disarming an explosive. Note: positions 
will not be assigned. Teammates are responsible for 
choosing what positions to play and how they want 
to contribute to the game. A ball can be thrown 
any distance down the court to a partner, but 
any ball that touches the ground or knocks over a 
bucket or any player that physically knocks over a 
bucket results in that partner group jogging a lap 
or visiting the exercise area before starting over 
from behind the end line. Note: the teacher will 
predetermine if laps or exercises are to be complet-
ed. Catchers, upon catching the ball can pivot and 
turn to throw to a teammate to advance the ball 
to get closer to an explosive or attempt to disarm 
an explosive by bouncing the ball into the bucket 
(See Figures 7 and 8).

A ball is safe and can be replayed, if the ball is 
bounced towards the bucket, but is caught by a 
catcher before hitting the ground again. A suc-
cessful score in the bucket disarms that explosive 
and must be picked up and turned in to the teach-
er for safe disposal. Optional: each partner group 
will receive $1.00 for their bravery every time they 
disarm an explosive. Note: I allow players to cash in 
five-$1.00 bills for a $5.00 bill. Each team will contin-
ue the process of throwing, catching, and bouncing 
balls until all of the explosives have been disarmed. 
Once disarmed, the teacher will yell out “we’ve 
defeated the evil, sedentary terrorist and saved 
physical education!”
When the time has expired, give each team some 
time to calculate their cash (if the money op-
tion was used) to determine the following award 
amounts: Note: mentioning levels/prizes is just for 
fun and obviously not real. Feel free to change, omit, 
and or alter the levels.

$1 - $6 = Elementary Level Players

$7 - $10 = Middle School Level Players

$11 - $14 = High School Level Players

$15 - $19 = College Level Players

$20+ = Professional Level Players!!!!!

Figure 5: buckets (explosives) everywhere!

Figure 7: Catcher getting ready to catch a ball

Figure 6: getting ready to throw to
their teammates

Figure 8: attempting to disarm an
explosive w/ catcher waiting in case of a miss
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RULES AND SAFETY:
1. The first initial throw to enter a ball into the 
game must be made from behind the end lines on 
each team’s starting side of the gym.

2. All players who catch balls may rotate their bod-
ies/pivot on one foot to throw to their teammates. 
Players may not walk or advance toward a bucket 
while in possession of a ball.

3. Players can make overhand or underhand throws 
for short or long distances to teammates.

4. Any ball that touches the ground, unless an at-
tempt to score is being made, results in those play-
ers retrieving the ball, completing their lap or exer-
cise and going back to start the process over from 
behind the end line.

5. Players may not play defense or interfere with 
another team’s throwing, catching or bouncing of 
balls.

6. All balls must be scored with a one bounce into 
the bucket to disarm the explosive.

7. Any player that physically knocks over a bucket 
results in that partner group jogging a lap or visit-
ing the exercise area before starting over from be-
hind the end line.

8. A ball is safe and can be replayed, if the ball is 
bounced towards the bucket, but is caught by a 
catcher before hitting the ground again.

9. A successful score in the bucket disarms that ex-
plosive and must be turned in to the teacher for 
safe disposal.

VARIATIONS:
1. Create more difficulty by changing the levels of 
the buckets. For example, place a bucket on top of 
an upside down trashcan, 5-gallon bucket or on 
top of a chair. Place at various steps if bleachers 
are available.

2. The teacher can recycle or return each dis-
armed explosive to the playing area to keep the 
game going.

= jogging lane = small buckets/explosives randomly spread within boundaries 
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